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GRRL Alright, so I read Paul Kersey’s sequel to his book, HOLLYWOOD IN 

BLACKFACE. 

Tex And? 

G I hate to admit this, but... 

Tex What? 

G I learned an awful lot from him, and now I’m steaming mad. 

Tex Excellent. So you’re angry too, at how all the traditional comic Heroes are being 

reworked into-- 

G Wait. No. You got me all wrong, here, Mr. Traditional Patriarchist. I’m mad that 

it’s taken so long for the lily-white ranks of Superheroes to get a little bit of 

Technicolor. 

Tex Um-m-m, Kersey reminds readers several times, especially in chapter 4, “What is 

Superman Renouncing?” that through the 1960’s America was nearly 90% White, 

and that the creators of these comicbook universes were themselves White, so 

where’s the surprise that their experiences led them to create White casts (of 

characters)? 

G Yeah, and in that same chapter he writes about a brilliant, maybe even prescient 

Cartoon Network producer in 2001 who saw the light; who knew that 20% of his 

audience was Black, or rather, African-American, and that they probably wanted 

to see somebody that looked-like-them, finally. They wanted to believe they could 

grow up and save-the-universe; that it wasn’t just for lily-White guys, anymore. 

Tex So are you saying you agree that writers and casting directors should check the 

census-data on race, and sex, maybe age even, before starting any project? That’s 

kind of sad...creating by-the-numbers; it’ll be doomed to failure. Because chances 

are, even then, some national group or influential bigwig will always find 

something to complain about. 



G Well, Kersey at least pointed out how steps in the right direction have been taken 

since way back in 2001. 

Tex Right. In chapter 5, “A Black Nick Fury?,” which is an example of taking a 

beloved, let’s say born-White traditional comicbook character and waving the 

magic diversity-wand over him. Just as in the same chapter Kersey discusses the 

same “wand-ing” of Daredevil’s “Kingpin” character, for the big-screen in 2004. 

But it is always easier to hijack someone else’s hardwork - or at least to piggy-

back onto it - than to pay your dues and build your own comicbook-to-movie-

franchise, from the ground up, right, little grrl? 

G I suppose you’re referring ever so condescendingly to chapter 3’s heartbreaking 

story about the African-American owned comicbook company, Milestone Media? 

Tex Heartbreaking? In 1993, their first year, they had $5million in sales. How could 

that break anything? I bet Paul Kersey’d love to sell ONE-million-dollars in 

books...in 5 years! Anybody would. The only sad thing about their venture into 

quote-Afrocentric & multicultural comics-unquote is that they completely gave up 

in 1997. So that meant the Diversity-Police went back to work full-time... to get 

classic, well-established comicbook characters re-formed into the rainbow colors 

folks like Milestone deem relevant. They themselves, of course, don’t seem to 

have the stomach to stick with their own creations, which they’d be free to 

literally paint with a rainbow if they wanted to. And if it would SELL! 

G Are you saying they or somebody else should raise a bunch more money and start 

another Afrocentric company or another multicultural comic just to have it fail, 

too? 

Tex I’ll answer that by saying what the 21
st
 century’s Man-of-Steel, aka Superman, 

can’t say (Kersey reminds readers of it in chapter 4), that is failing and getting 

back in the game, is precisely the Americans way: American entrepreneurs and 

traditionally, American Heroes, did it. They got back up, dusted off, and went for 

it. Same goes for those Black-EDISONs of Milestone Media. The light bulb 

worked for a while, but then it failed. And now they show whether they have the 

right stuff: do they get up and maybe fail again, and again, until they find the right 

filament - or the right character or theme or combination of all of the elements? 

Or do they stay down and grumble. About all the comic books that are “TOO 

WHITE?” 

G Um-m-m. Wanna breathe, old man, maybe that way I can have a turn to tell you 

something else I learned. OK? 

 Well, in chapter 6, “Why isn’t Captain America coming out...July 4
th

?” I learned 

about a Harvard University study in 2011 that shows 4
th

 of July celebrations really 

only turn kids into zombie-Republicans. So I’d say it’s a (damned) good thing the 

movie didn’t come out that weekend. Geez. Imagine the hoards of eager new 

zombies that’d be created after spending two hours watching a Hero in a red, 



white, and blue costume - especially since he’s still played by a White guy. 

Especially if it opened on a rah-rah-red/white/and blue weekend. 

Tex What do you want? Congress to write a law-- 

G Yeah...that’s it! A law banning 4
th

 of July celebrations. Kersey quoted from that 

Harvard University and said democrats gain nothing from those celebrations. So 

it’d be clearly an anti-discrimination Law. And therefore a piece of cake to pass. 

Part of it could be that only Will Smith or other “diverse” headliners’ movies 

could open over 4
th

 of July. I mean according to a Time magazine article Kersey 

also quotes in chapter 6, the guy has opened six hit-movies since 1996 during that 

same week of July. So it’s really already an unwritten law... 

Tex Yeah. You’re right about unwritten laws. And that’s the thing. HOLLYWOOD IN 

BLACKFACE and this book are both about the power of entertainment to shape a 

culture, by shaping the people’s minds. Yes, it’s mostly subliminal, meaning most 

people - unless they’re looking for it - will never notice the omnipresence of some 

things, and the calculated absence of others. But didn’t you find chapter 7, “Two 

Americas: Captain America and the Tea Party” troubling in its blatant demonizing 

of a legitimate political movement? 

G Not really. If all it took was Captain America in a comicbook to kill an extremist 

group like the Tea Party, I say well and good. Good riddance, that is. Besides, I 

also found out by reading this Kersey book - which people should know is a 

pretty quick read ‘cuz it’s only 155 pages - I found out that since 2002 the very 

first Captain America was actually an African-American guy...Yup! They can 

read that in chapter 8. 

Tex Why, yes they can. Re-writing history is what quote-Progressives-unquote do 

best, after all. Or in this case, they rewrite the canon. 

G Geez. There you go off on some religious tangent again. Is that the only way you 

know how to take control of a conversation, old man? 

Tex I wasn’t speaking of religion, actually; “canon” refers to the original backstory-

plus-storylines and character rosters of a particular comic universe. But I will. 

Remember I asked you when we talked about HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE, 

if you were grounded in the DARK realities of actual criminals on the streets of 

America? Well, chapters 11-through-14 in this book devote a half-dozen pages to 

illustrating how comic-movies religiously avoid pitting Heroes like 2002’s 

Spider-Man against any street-criminals-of-color. Spidey can only confront White 

bad-guys. 

 And in chapter 11, when Kersey relates writer Mark Millar dared to show a White 

character confront the statistically verifiable true-color of crime in a comic, Millar 

gets called...can you guess? Starts with a RAY, ends with a SISS. 

G Well, I’m pretty sure as soon as enough superheroes have been re-colored darker, 

the bad guys in the stories can be made darker, too. 



Tex If you want to Hope things’ll Change like that, I guess that’s your Choice. 

 

 
 

The following is my Intro text for my Amazon.com Video book-review: 

 

 The 21
st
 century’s writers of the Man-of-Steel, aka Superman, can’t seem to allow 

the former icon to admit he stands for “The American Way.” Paul Kersey’s blog 

proves daily, and his books, including this one, “Captain America & Whiteness,” 

show readers how that’s just not the blasphemy it once was. Kersey and other 

authors mentioned within, wonder what, precisely, is it that America does stand 

for today? 

 It doesn’t seem to be that never-give-up spirit: that even when one fails, and fails 

again, they get up, and back in the game. That was the “American way,” and it’s 

what entrepreneurs, and traditionally, American Heroes, once did routinely. And 

were beloved for - not to mention in the case of businesses, they were financially 

rewarded for it in their particular sector of the marketplace. 

 Kersey reveals that rather than do the hard work of creating a comic book 

Universe of-their-own, American minorities have succeeded - and continue to 

make strides - in coopting the decidedly-White comic worlds created in the early-

mid and mid-20
th

 century by White entertainment innovators. 

 Kersey tells of the Black-EDISONs of Milestone Media. Whose comic books 

worked for a while, but then failed. And rather than show they had the right stuff, 

rather than show they had the American can-do spirit, they gave in. After only 

four years. They didn’t persist in finding the right filament - or the right character 

or theme or combination of all of the right comic book elements. They got 

knocked down, stayed down, and simply grumbled. Along with a chorus of 

Diversity Devotees, about how all those classic, big-buck$ making traditional 

comic book Hero-franchises are just TOO doggone WHITE. 

 So by hook or crook they decided to “fix” those marvelous universes they DID 

NOT CONCEIVE. Decided to transform into their own image things they had not 

put a drop of blood, nor sweat, nor tears into. Yet they finally began to reap the 

rewards or at least the satisfaction of knowing their politics of guilt-laden pressure 

had succeeded where their own people’s creativity and gumption had so 

miserably failed. 



 Paul Kersey’s CAPTAIN AMERICA & WHITENESS, is the companion volume 

to HOLLYWOOD IN BLACKFACE. Once you’ve read these two books I don’t 

think it will bother you much at all to hear Superman, claim to stand for, “Truth, 

justice, and all that stuff.” 


